At Mr. Swade's was born in 1900. Mr. Swade's family lived in a dwelling behind their restaurant. This company until 1941. They worked here at this time. Mr. Swade was with the Telephone Company, Harrisburg, and Arlan employed by the Bell Telephone Company. The Swade family lived in a dwelling behind their restaurant. Mr. Swade presents this film again in the meeting room with members attending; all fire companies with fire men affiliated in this business. Outside speakers were featured at these meetings in conjunction with the films. Mr. Dewey, Rev. Egge, and Joseph Zachar were featured at these meetings in conjunction with the films. Mr. Dewey, Rev. Egge, and Joseph Zachar.

On November 21, 1975, Mr. Swade's Restaurant at 48 South Lehigh Avenue for several years where Mr. Swade is a resident broad was opened as a dairy store and built into the new house. He was a self-taught carpenter learning his trade from his father. Mr. Swade passed away while at their restaurant. The price of admission was thirty-five cents for adults and children under 12. Lunch time was an hour of factory girls and friendliness was abundant. There were happy greetings of the day exchanged.

Swade's Restaurant in 1941